
AN ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENCE OF BAROQUE AND CLASSICAL

ORCHESTRAS

Yet another difference between the Baroque and Classical eras is the dynamics used in pieces. In the Baroque era
pieces were composed.

The organ and flute were also among the instruments used to create baroque music. For a quick comparison
try the following: Bach; Brandenburg Concerto No. Unlike Baroque orchestras, classical orchestras use
woodwind, brass, and percussion instruments, and the use of the harp diminished during this era. I feel as if it
heals my body and boosts my spirit; as If the music provides a release of tension. What hooks you? But the
"Viennese Classical idiom which flourished in the late 18th century and the early 19th, above all in the hands
of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven," marked a distinct shift from the Baroque style because of its more subtle
use of dynamics coloring of tone, rather than its juxtapositions of moods. And new instruments developed,
giving musical sounds greater richness and tone. This form was developed in the Classical era with the clear
intention of allowing the composer to develop their musical themes more extensively than was expected
during the Baroque. All instruments gained new importance, particularly the violin in the orchestra. During
this era there was a shift to homophonic styles with a single melody and accompaniment. You know how
looking at a math problem similar to the one you're stuck on can help you get unstuck? As a result, new
instruments like the clarinet found favour in this orchestral setting as well as a solo instrument in its own right.
Excerpt Compare and Contrast: Baroque vs. The early Haydn symphonies were scored for the same forces but
by mid-period Haydn, the orchestra has almost doubled in size. Musical structures and forms began to change
from Baroque to Classical. Most of the pieces in the Classical Period are written in Sonata-form, which
divides the piece into three sections: exposition, which presents the main theme; development, which develops
the main theme, varying it in complex ways; and recapitulation, which returns back to the main theme.
Classical composers became ever more prescriptive in their use of musical notation. A French composer, for
example, might label his or her piece 'in the Italian style' or an Englishman might decry the influence of Italian
opera on his nation's music. During the Classical era, musical structures became more complex, and less
dependent upon simple repetitions and stark contrasts of those repetitions. The foremost composer whose
work best exemplifies the Classical Period is Wolfgang Mozart. In the Baroque, we find the harmonic pull
harder to define due to the complexities of polyphony. Simply put in musical terms, this means that different
'movements' are quite evident in Baroque compositions. Uncover new sources by reviewing other students'
references and bibliographies Inspire new perspectives and arguments or counterarguments to address in your
own essay Read our Academic Honor Code for more information on how to use and how not to use our
library. Classical composers strove to create clarity and simplicity in their musical forms often through
homophonic textures, that enabled the ear to more easily discriminate the underlying harmonic shapes. The
example essays in Kibin's library were written by real students for real classes. Given this difference in style,
we also see differences in the forms of compositions. There may be a pause or an extreme, even jarring change
of mood, tempo, or melody. To many listeners who are vaguely familiar with classical music, there is not
much difference between these two musical periods. This doctrine was used in later centuries as the base for
the belief that a composition was not merely a piece of music, but the actual tangible embodiment of emotions,
a language of feelings for composers to speak with.


